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Umbrella projects - definition

• One project – one common purpose, goal and one specific focus.
• Many subprojects contribute
• Decision making panel decides which subprojects are to be granted support
• Agreement with each subproject
• Not more than 30 subprojects
• Each subproject no more than 3 000 euro
Example Umbrella project "Youth Culture"
Journal number: 2008-001

- Street festival Jnr 2008-001/1
- Animation Jnr 2008-001/2
- More culture Jnr 2008-001/3
- Bio Rio Jnr 2008-001/4
- Young organizer Jnr 2008-001/5
Main impact

• Mobilize and reach new groups
• Reach the goals of the LAG-strategy
• Quicker decisions
• Simpler administration
• More efficient administration at the support authority
• Quicker payment helps smaller projects with their liquidity
• Subprojects often first step towards big project
Challenges

• Clear distinction between subprojects
• Mobilize and get enough project ideas
• Find an appropriate size and duration for the umbrella projects
• Enough information from the subprojects